
It is hereby informed that the Govt. of Telangana State has extended the last date to apply the E-pass Post Matric scholarship through online https://www.telanganaepass.cgg.gov.in/ till 31-05-2021.

Hence, all the students belonging to Telangana State may apply online scholarship on or before 31-5-2021 and submit the print out of their online application along with mentioned documents in the Academic Section NIT, Warangal from 2nd June, 2021 to 9th June, 2021. Soft copies shall be submitted through e-mail: acad_stateshcolarships@nitw.ac.in and Hard copies (Triplicate with necessary enclosures) through Post/courier to “The Dean (Academic), National Institute of Technology, Warangal-506004 (T.S)”.

Note: Students are not eligible for E-pass Scholarship, who are obtaining any other scholarship/financial assistance or tuition fee waiver.

The following documents are required for “Fresh” Applications:

1) Copy of SSC Long Memo.
2) Copy of Board of Intermediate Long Memo.
3) Copy of CET (UG & PG allotment order).
4) Copy of Caste Certificate (SC, ST, BC & EBC) “Meeseva”.
5) Meeseva latest Income Certificate after 1-4-20 or latest (Original).
6) Copy of Transfer Certificate.
7) Copy of Ration Card.
8) Copy of Enrolment Slip.
9) Copy of Study/Bonafide Certificate for the present study (Original) last SEVEN Consecutive years of study.
11) Copy of Hostel Certificate issued by the Institute (Original).
12) Copy of Bank Pass Book (SBI, NIT Warangal Branch).
13) Copy of UID (Aadhar) Card.
14) Copy of UG and PG Previous year Pass Memos.
15) Attendance certificate from concern Dept. (It should be 75% and above).

The following documents are required for “Renewal” Applications:

1) Copy of SSC Long Memo.
2) Copy of Board of Intermediate Long Memo.
3) Copy of CET (UG & PG allotment order).
4) Copy of Caste Certificate (SC, ST, BC & EBC) “Meeseva”.
5) Affidavit for Parent Income declaration issued after 1-6-20 or latest (Original)
6) Copy of Ration Card.
7) Copy of Study/Bonafide Certificate for the Present study (Original) and last SEVEN consecutive years of study.
8) Copy of Hostel Certificate issued by the Institute (Original).
9) Copy of Bank Pass Book (SBI, NIT Warangal Branch).
10) Copy of UID (Aadhar) Card.
11) Copy of UG and PG previous year pass grade sheets.
12) Attendance certificate from concern Dept. (It should be 75% and above).
Date:

ATTENDANCE CERTIFICATE

This is certify that Mr./Mis. ……………………………………………………………
son / Daughter of …………………………………………………… B.Tech./M.B.A/M.Sc/M.Sc(Tech.)
………………………… Branch ……………………………………… Roll No. …………………
studying ………………… year of the Institute. He / She has ________ % attendance for
the academic year 202________.
Telangana State E-pass Scholarship Application No. __________________________
(Note: The certificate is valid for the purpose of Telangana State E-pass Scholarship only)

Signature of the
Faculty In charge (Attendance)

Signature of the
Head of the Department

Name of the Dept.________________________